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Introduction

Patronage has long figured in our historical understanding of music, but in the last thirty years

research into its impact on music and music-making has intensified and expanded greatly. The

findings are in turn making important changes to our knowledge of how music was composed,

performed and listened to, in different times, regions and situations.
As a first-year graduate student in 1980 I could not help but feel that I had a front-row seat

in what was for me a pivotal moment in the evolution of patronage research. I was aware that

Renaissance scholarship had engaged some of the best minds in musicology in their work on

the musical sources. Yet it was obvious that Lewis Lockwood was up to something new. He
had completed his field work in the archives of Ferrara and Modena, and was assembling his
history of music under the patronage of the Este family.t From hints in his seminar on the

manuscript Rome, Casantense 2856, it was evident that his research had gone far beyond the

top layer or first circle ofevidence for that court, the pay lists and court correspondence that

are easiest to find and quickest to interpret. It was clear that Professor Lockwood had worked
his way deeply into the archives, and had uncovered a richer layer of documentation that

enabled him to describe methods and means of recruitment, as well as styles of patronage,

relating these more intrinsically to the musical life of the Renaissance duchy. This kind of
work was a temptation to which I would later succumb, and when he gave me the simple
precept that 'if you look, you too shall find', it was an idea that stayed with me.

At about the same time, the field of ethnomusicology grew rapidly, and musicologists in
general developed a greater curiosity concerning music outside of the European tradition.
One of the architects of the so-calledonew musicology', Joseph Kerman (1985), challenged
long-held assumptions, and suggested new directions for the field, rryhich included critical and

gender studies. Conversations in the graduate-student lounge grew to be more animated, as

we pondered trends and directions. In response to a discussion as to the validity of Marxist
musicology, a colleague pointed out quite reasonably that if there were indeed such a thing
as Marxist musicology, then necessarily there also must be a 'free-market musicology'. With
that came the realization that of pivotal importance to our understanding of music history was
the question as to how music came to be composed and performed, for whom it was written
and how it was paid for.

This last question surprised my wife, also a graduate student, but at a rival university,
when I recounted the conversation. 'So you intend to focus on philanthropic concems,' she

commented. I then characterized the patronage of music in a broader meaning by connecting
new composition to commissions, the service of composers in courts and churches, sponsors,
ticket and record sales, and royalties and so on, all of which factor in the production of music
and musical style. 'Then', she said, 'surely you mean that patronage is a kind of music-
historical force, and you should say so.'And now I am revisiting that question. In the last

t A cluster of studies on music in cities and courts emerged at that time - for example Lockwood
(1984), D'Accone (1997) andAtlas (1985).
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The same principle holds true as much for music in the salons of the twentieth century

for example, as it did at court. The patrons of the great salons of Paris knew each other and

accepted referrals and introductions of musicians from each other. In many cases it is evident

that there was a kind of graduated scale of prestige for salons, and that a musician sought to

matriculate by introduction from one salon to the next rung up. Here too musicians maintained

and navigated their own networks. Some well-to-do composers even held their own salons.

It is likewise impossible to explore popular music without taking these networks into

account, as the writings featured here amply show. [n fact, as Robert Strachan shows in his

essay on micro-independent recording labels (Chapter 23), the absence of part of the usual

network ofrecord distribution makes a significant difference in the medium of communication

between patrons and clients, one that suits the audience for that genre of popular music. In a

similar way, networks of patrons and musicians are important in understanding the role and

position of music in collaborative art forms. The producer David O. Selznick is justly known

as an influential figure in film and film music, from his early inclusion of music in soundtracks

þ the notorious memos that show his hands-on supervision of productions, including scene-

by-scene directives to composers. But even auteurs rely on networks. For the film Spellbound

it has long been held that Alfred Hitchcock himself carefully hand-picked composer Miklós

Rósza. Kyle Barnett's piece in this collection (Chapter 20) paints a different picture, however;

it emerges in fact that Selznick relied on the advice of acting star Lionel Barrymore for his

choice of Rósza. In effect the Hollywood star, a prominent client in Selzrick's circle, filled the

same function for him that prominent couftiers did for the rulers of Renaissance city-states.

The research in this volume demonstrates time and again that patronage operates through

networks, and this alters our notion of how the composer-director (producer) relationship

worked.
Although perhaps self-evident, the second theme turns on the recognition that the patronage

of music is in some ways different from that of literature or the visual arts, because music

as a performance art relies on the participation of a third party - the performer. In the case

of painting, for example, the primary act of patronage is the commission of the art work. In
music, a composition may be requested and designed, but it comes to life only as a function of
a performance, for which the patron must provide a host of support. During the Renaissance,

singers at court were part of the ruler's retinue. They were fed, lodged, transported and

clothed by the patron. Their lives were intertwined closely with those of the patrons and of
other courtiers. Notably, they figured in the observance of the liturgy. The same was not true
for visual artists, who produced works for the court but usually conducted their activities apart

from it.
Just as gender studies and women's studies have come to play a pivotal role in contemporary

musicology, so too the essays in this volume demonstrate the prominent roles played by female
patrons, the third theme that emerges in this volume. Like practitioners of other disciplines
in the humanities, scholars of medieval French literature at first sought to identiff works
authored by women, then, partly because of the difficuþ of this undertaking given the large

number of writings unattributed in sources, broadened the terms of their itquny. The resultant
model is one that applies well here: voie et voixféminine, feminine voice and way. While the
number of works composed by females might be proportionally small, it may be supposed
that composers have written pieces with Ihe voie eÍ voix féminine n mind. Jeffrey Kallberg's
essay on 'The Harmony of the Tea Table' (1992) demonstrates this point very well, and relates

xtv Music and Patronage

twenty years all of these streams have brought new foci in work on the patronage of music' For

this rðason, in the present volume the subject is explored in a broad sense. It is taken to mean

not only the sponsãrship of music by courts, aristocrats and soft-drink companies, but also the

forces (largeþ economic) that play a role in the production, performance and distribution of

music. In this way audience members at a concert act as patrons, as do those who purchase

(or download) recordings, organizations such as symphony orchestras or national or private

funding agencies who commission new works, and communities of various kinds who require

and fosteimusic. The patronage of music in tandem with other art forms, film for example, is

also an important consideration.

The essays in this volume are case studies, selected for the quality of their musicological

scholarshipand for the ideas they bring to different facets ofpatronage in different historical

periods, cultures and institutions.

Emergent Themes

At the outset, and before commenting on individual studies, we can identiff broad themes

that are here explored, kaleidoscopically, through a range ofrepertoires and endeavours. First'

it is evident thãt patronage works through networks. In the past, scholars have investigated

individual patrons and artists in isolation, and as such we have come to understand patronage

as operating through networks of both patrons and clients. In the case of a court, this begins

wittrmembãrs ofthe ruling family. To choose a case in point, from 1484 the composer Josquin

Lebloitte dit Desprez served as a singer and commensual familiar in the household of Cardinal

Ascanio Sforza, ànd also worked in Milan as a singer in the chapel of the cardinal's nephew,

Giangaleazzo Sforza. Desprez composed motetti missales, a Milanese ducal genre of masses

made up of motets substituting for the mass ordinary, and it is highly probable that he wrote

music for Cardinal Ascanio. It may have been at Ascanio's behest that he composed his setting

of Virgil's text 'Fama malum' for celebrations preceding the wedding of Giangaleazzo Sforza'

The sãtting formed part of an intermezzo in a banquet staged in the country estate of the

son of u Milutr"r" nobleman who hetd a high office in the ducal treasury. To judge from

the descriptions of the intermezzi (decorations, actions and texts), the whole evening was

designed ás a mediation between the new duke and duchess of Milan, and the governing class

(forty families of which had, incidentally, agreed on the deposition of the previous duke,

Galiazzo Sforza, by assassination). If we wish to understand the Virgil piece and the context

for which it was composed and performed, we must consider therefore the network of patrons

engaged in the event, including Ascanio's brother Ludovico Sforza'

Ñetworts of court patronage comprised many individuals and groups: feudal nobility who

maintained their own musical establishments, figures in the govemment and officials who

made the mechanisms of patronage work - who were in many cases ecclesiastical officials -
colleagues or agents of musicians who enabled them to receive income from remote beneûces,

and go-betweens for transactions. In this regard we must also consider the networks of clients,

the musicians, as they exchanged ecclesiastical benefices, recommended each other for court

positions, witnessed each other's wills, agreed to contracts or undertook real-estate and

commercial transactions together. Clientage is the complement of patronage; the musicians of
the court formed their own networks.
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private rituals of the interior of the temple and the other employed in more public pursuits,
such as performances and teaching beyond the temple walls. Does the principle ofthe division
of spaces and venues in this way apply also to ancient Mesopotamia?

Chapter2 is a diachronic treatment ofmusical patronage in medieval northern India. Madhu
Trivedi makes close con¡ections between changes in court patronage and the adaptation of
musical genres by musicians of different regions of northem India. The evidential material
of the essay consists mainly of medieval anecdotes, couched in metaphor. One unusually
vivid account concerns the surprise ofthe entire court at the demeanour, language, skills and
presentation of a female performer who wore a royal headband. The ruler demanded to know
wharaperson of evident culture and learning was doing with agroup of mere entertainers.
She answered that all of the musicians of her troupe were knowledgeable and skilled. All, she
said, were able to perform in various geffes including new st¡zles, not just in those of their
traditional regional music.

The anecdote emphasizes three points. First, the royal patron was interested in particular
genres of music, and in the personal qualities of the musicians who might be added to his
retinue. He had not thought to find good candidates for his court among regional performers,
and felt curious about the performance and bearing of the musician. Second, the story speaks
of the skills and learning of musicians who are taken on in the court. The headband symbolizes
their expressed willingness and interest to serve the patron loyally. Third, the anecdote tells us
that musical forms and styles are adapted to suit the needs of the patron.3

Chapter 3, Iain Fenlon's essay on the sixteenth-century town of Novellara, gives us a
detailed picture of the Gonzaga patronage of music in one of the outlying centres of their
teritory. It provides a vivid context for the madrigals of Giaches de Wert and the performance
of them. Fenlon traces in detail the contacts between the composer and his contemporaries in
Fenara and venice, showing the operation of a network of musician-clients.

As a young music student, I was taught that Joseph Haydn was a liveried servant in long
stockings (forced to wear a white wig), and on the other hand Ludwig van Beethoven freed
himself from the 'patronage system'. As a corollary the peremptory statement was made that
Beethoven'burst the bonds of sonata form', certainly something no liveried servant couldhave
accomplished. We have come a long way since then. John Rice's study (Chapter 4) documents
the patronage of the Empress Marie Therese, focusing in particular on her support for Haydn
and Beethoven. For the latter, this context is all the more remarkable in that it pertains to works
of pivotal impoftance in the composer's ouþut, specifically in his 'heroic'period. Research
into the composer's sketchbooks confirms that Beethoven derived the opening theme from the
flrst movement of his third symphony from the theme of the variation -ovem"nt of the same
symphony. That movement had in turn come from the 'Eroica'piano variations opus 35, and
their theme from his overture to the Prometheus ballet, created at the behest of Empress Marie
Therese (Lockwood, 1981). Rice shows that she not only planned the subject, bui also asked
that Beethoven compose the music. Further, Rice connects Beethoven's opera Fidetioto two
other operas on the same theme owned and admired by the empress. These formed part of
the collection ofrescue operas (in which the rescues were carrieà out by conjuga[y fåithnrt,
courageous heroines) that was one of the hallmarks of her opera patronage. The same essay

This adaptation to patronage is not unique to one region of India. see Higgins ( I 976).
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it to patronage. From anecdotal evidence we have gained the impression that a great many
amateur pianists in the nineteenth century (to all appearances the majority) were women, so

it is not surprising that genres like the noctume, identifiable as feminine for the reasons that
he adduces, thrived for that instrument. Kallberg quotes Clara Wieck-Schumann's description
of her own nocturne, noting that she characterized it as Frauenzimmerarbeit. Might that be

translated, if it were cast in the English of her time, as 'a work of the ladies' chamber'?
As that quotation suggests, questions ofgender are also related to the performance space.

Medieval studies emphasize the architectural and social distinction between the hall of a
castle - the place (dominated by men) in which public business was transacted - and the

chamber, a more intimate space inhabited by men and women in which artistic and literary
activities were in general pursued. The chamber is a medieval space that is deemed to have

been 'feminized' in life and in literature. Can the distinction be used to characterize the venues
for the performance of music and to explain elements of audience, style and reception or ways
of listening? Our musical terms include the 'concefi hall' and 'chamber music', the former
invoking the idea of a large public, the latter a smaller audience in a more intimate setting.

What of the popular music of our time? We have certainly seen and heard a fair number
of female singers even more 'unruly' than the women of Monteverdi described by Bonnie
Gordon.2 But is the theme of concert and hall pertinent to popular music? Perhaps it is. Rock
music can be heard in the public venue of an open-air concert, or it can be consumed in the
more intimate setting of a listener's home, or car, or even the personal environment of a set of
headphones. By extension there may be a difference between the public venue of the movie
theatre and the more private viewing in a home theatre. If the latter is overtaking the former,
is the twenty-first-century equivalent of the chamber conquering the hall?

From the wealth of published scholarship I have selected the present pieces with the end
of exploring different cultures and regions, and of illuminating issues of patronage and
clientage at points of historical sensitivity or change. Perhaps the most remarkable feature
ofthe case studies in this collection as a whole is that these very diflerently situated subjects
seem to exhibit a striking continuity and consistency of themes and motivations. The studies
are organized according to the following formative influences: the state, sacred and secular
coufts, and commercial enterprise.

The State

If the fertile crescent between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers can still, in some respects, be

considered the cradle of at least part of civilization, then Sam Mirelman's essay on the social
history of music and musicians in Mesopotamia (Chapter l) seems a suitable point of departure
for the volume. Along with a common script, the ancient musicians of modem-day lraq, Syria
and Turkey shared musical terms, music theory instruments and styles of performance. The
ancient aftefacts and cuneiform tablets that provide the evidence for this study are not easy to
read and interpret, yet they yield not only factual results, but also material relating to social
context. Mirelman discusses a broad typology of musicians, the 'nar' and the 'gala', both
groups (or classes) associated with temples, but one apparently connected more closely to

2 Gordon (2004) discusses women's voices in seventeenth-century Ital¡ including the physical
means of gorgi4 or ornamentation, and physical postures.
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Afthur's coutl; the Vy'hite House is a home, the venue equivalent to the chamber, and the role
of the first lady was, not surprisingly, prominent. while each new govemment has brought
changes, Binkiewicz notes that the most munificent period was that of President Nixon, whom
she styles as the 'Improbable Patron'. Notably, when that president settled on appointing a
registered Republican to head the National Endowment for the Afts, he chose Nancy Hanks,
a supporter of the arts who had worked with the Rockefeller Foundation.

In Chapter 8 Georgina Bom describes, from both first-hand experience and institutional
research, the inception, structure and development of IRCAM, the electro-acoustic music
research institute founded by Piene Boulez and funded by the French government. Born
considers the significance of institutionalizing avant-garde music and protecting it with
national support, and tracks the internâl machinations of the organization, the domineering
influence of Boulez, the xenophobia that attended meetings with counterparts from other
countries, the tension between aesthetic, theory and practice, and the political context.

Court and Aristocracy

As recent scholarship in medieval studies has shown, all courts consist of a ruler, an enclosure
and a retinue. Musicians belong to the retinue. The size, quality and condition of the musical
forces, along with their participation in the ceremonial, attest to the stature and qualities of the
ruler. These principles hold true for the small courls of the troubadour poet-rulers inhabiting
temporary wooden structures (motte-and-bailey castles) in eleventh-century France and for
the huge courts of the King of France or the Holy Roman Emperor.

Chapter 9, Joseph Lam's account of the institution and practice of court ceremonial
sacrifice for Emperor Taizu, who founded the Ming dynasty in 1368, describes the very large
scale of the Ming ceremonial, which involved music officials, musicians, dancers, religious
personnel and other members of the court. The designs of the rituals were discussed between
the emperor and his learned advisors, who gave directives to the officials supervising the
rehearsal and production. He appointed the master of imperial music immediately upon taking
the capital city, and before the formal foundation of the dynasty. In a conversation with two
Confucian scholars, Taizu discussed his concern that his ceremonial should be instituted at the
earliest possible moment, and that to delay laying down the framework for court music and
ritual might indeed imperil the new dynasty.

The music for the foundation of a dynasty in fourteenth-century China makes a natural
foil for that of European courts in the fifteenth century. Prominent European rulers sought
to increase their power over and above that of suzerains (the chief among nobles) to become
sovereigns (ruling through the power of royal institutions and officials, rather than with the
support of nobles). Charles VII and Louis XI of France fought to rebuild that kingdom, and to
reduce the authority and territory of the greater dukes; the musicians of the royal chapel were
an outward manifestation of that ambition, and accordingly the standing and condition of the
musicians was elevated. Charles VII made Ockeghem the master of his chapel and granted
the composer the lucrative and prestigious benefice of the treasury of Saint-Martin of Tours.
With this benefice came a barony and a tithe on commerce within the precinct of the church

governments of other states.

xvül

also illuminates the patronage of Baron van Swieten, a client in the imperial court' the man

who brought music by J'S. Bach from Leipzig to Mozart'

Beginning in the twentieth century, especiãtty in Commonwealth countries, national radio

networks have played and continue tó play a central role in the dissemination of music' Jennifer

Doctor,s study of the BBC (Chaptei 5j demonstrates the importance of the programming

choices in shãping British audiences. The section of her book reproduced here concerns

the years lg26-2\.Particularly notewofthy is the challenge the network faced in fostering

modem British music and in presenting modern music that was not immediately accessible to

its audiences, who were ur"d to more iraditional fare. Doctor details the difficulties inherent

in staging competitions and festivals of new British music, and shows how the BBC emerged

as an important patron of modem repertoire'

Chapter 6, Mark Carroll's piecå on the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC)'

investigates the challenges of production that a national radio network faced when trying

to move an audience (índ an orchestra) forward with more difûcult repeftoire' From the

engagement of guest conductors to difûculties with orchestra personnel, carroll traces the

history of the perf'ormance and broadcasting of modem music from plan through difficulties to

the end result. He shows the challenges of stafûng orchestras, maintaining high performance

standards and bringing good performances to uudi"n""t. Problems crystallized around the

1936 visit to Australia oide Bãsil's Ballets Russes. Orchestras were understaffed' conductors

had to make do with amateurs drafted into their service (a move resisted by musicians'ulions)

and the concert organizers had to convince a sceptical public to buy. tickets' The ABC' with

its mandate of maintaining a national network åf orchestras, found itself in the middle of

this predicament, forced tã play the role of concert promoter, otganizer and to some extent

produ".t. Canoll traces the tortuous process and its outcomes'

The structure of state patronage in canada, Australia and Britain is broadly sirnilar' These

Commonwealth nations l.ety on ãational organizations (in Canada the CBC is the counterpart

of the ABC and the BBCj and national progrufnr.r. orchestras, for example, may apply

for grants to commission new works, orìo invite a resident composer to work with them'

This kind of patronage is not restricted to Commonwealth nations; Michael Mauskapf's

discography QOOS¡,¡Jr example, demonstrates the number and range of composers who were

able to use American orchestras to have their art performed and preserved in recordings' But

who supported the American orchestras? Unüká other countries, the United States did not

easily or enthusiasticaily undertake public funding for the arts' Its reluctance can be explained

in párt by the scepticism of its citizens towards perceived government interference, and in

purt, no áoubt, byìhe vagaries of electoral sentiment towards government spending'

Nevertheless the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) was formed during the presidency-

of John F. Kennedy. ln the environment of the white House, aptly described as the coufi of

'Camelot', prestigious performances took place, including a notable recital by Pablo Casals'

who had previously refused to play in tlie US because of America's support of the Spanish

regime. As noted in the section oi Donnu Binkiewicz's book on the National Endowment

for the Arts included here as chapter 7, the Kennedy's white House concerts were planned

and implemented by ìacqrr"tin" kennedy.o In effect, this presidency was likened to King

a Two more works can be mentioned in connection with the NEA: Miller

(1996) both examine the reluctance of American governments to patronize the

(2000) and Zolberg
arts, in contrast to
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played throughout the meal. Finally, after dinne¡ there was another concert, which filled the
time until everyone retired. The visit is an example of the participation of royal musicians
with those of the king's host, and it also gives a good indication of the extent to which music
played a role in these events.

The patronage of music need not always be measured in material terms. Amy Ku'uleialoha
Stillman's study of the Protestant missionaries' dissemination of music in Hawaii (Chapter
13) describes the historical and cultural impact upon performance and performance practice
of the entry of Christian hymnals into Hawaii, from the resultant high rate of music literacy to
the secondary outcomes of Hawaiian composition of church and secular music.

Marcel Proust wrote a series of articles for Le Figøro describing the music of salons,
arguably the most important venue for'music in Paris in the early twentieth century. Myriam
Chimènes, in her vivid study Mécènes et Musiciens: Du Salon au Concert à Pqris sous lq IIIe
République, describes examples of the different types of salon, their relation to composers and
to performances in larger halls, and to the different types of performances. The book details
the well-established, shatified network of salon patrons, the need for introductions from one
patron to another, the possibility of movement from a lesser salon to a more important one, and
the requests and introductions by musicians on behalf of their students or colleagues. There
were salons run by wealtþ musicians, who featured new musical works or performances by
those in their circle. Some salons specialized in particular repertorial themes, such as early
music. Often new musical works were given an attant-première performance in salons. They
were breeding grounds for musical and cultural exchanges and connections.

It was the fortune made from the Singer sewing machine that funded one of the most
illustrious and long-lived salons of Paris. Vy'innaretta Singer, Princesse de Polignac, animated
the musical life of Paris and encouraged numerous musicians.6 As Chimènes confirms in
Chapter 14, not only was Singer an important patron of French musicians, she also supported
Stravinsþ and hosted Schoenberg. Cocteau and Diaghilev frequented her salon, and she made
up the financial shortfall in performances of the Ballets Russes on more than one occasion.

Singer visited the United States in the early twentieth century but had little enthusiasm for
the cultural life she saw there. If the salons of Paris sustained new music in that city, who were
the patrons ofnew music in early twentieth-centuryAmerica? Chapter 15, Carol Oja's excellent
essay on women patrons of modernist music in New York in the 1920s, shows determined
and effective promulgation of modern music by knowledgeable female patrons. The list of
composers supported while they wrote or whose works were given a public hearing thanks to
this patronage is remarkable. Through her patronage of the International Composers Guild,
Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney, celebrated patron of the visual arts, supported the activities of
Edgard Varèse, bringing not only his music but works such as Arnold Schoenberg's Pierrot
lunaire to New York audiences for the flrst time.

Oja also presents the case of Blanche Wetherill Walton, who promulgated works of Henry
cowell, Ruth crawford, Carl Ruggles and Charles seeger. She presided over what oja
styles 'a kind of salon for the ultra-moderns. In other words, she exploited the traditional
female domain of the home to help the stuggling avanÍ-garde, becoming a kind of domestic

6 A recent monograph on Singer by Kahan (2003), while more nanative than critical, deserves
mention.
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and from this we may judge the importance that the king placed on the singers of his chapel's

For the priest this benefrJe *u, ,"rìi.", for the client piestige, and forthe patron, he placed

his sacred trust under the guardianship of the master of his chapel' the chief musical architect

unO p..for,,'"r of the king;s elevated iiturgical^music (chant and polyphony)'

Competition *u, t."íu.ong the co'ús of the Italian city-states in the 1470s and 1480s

for nofihern (ultramontanej ,ing'"rs of polyphony. Pope Sixtus IV and his successor complied

with patrons'requests to uítign""h"ttft p*itiont to members of their choirs' so ecclesiastical

benefices became u u"f i-fionant toål in the recruitment and retention of court singers'

Chapter 10, my o*n 
",,uy 

in this volume, based on notarial and other archival documents'

explores the patronage of music by Ludovico sforza' As one of the rulers, termed 'emerging

princes, by Macchiavelli, who nát¿ nis title not by right of inheritance but by statecraft'

Ludovico took a keen interest in all aspects of the government and,function of Milan' The

essay showcur., poi* of patronage ånd clientage pertaining to the singers of the ducal

chapel, musical sources, the distinctlive Milanese gãffè of the motetti missales and maior and

minor figures in networks of patronage'

steven Nelson,, .rruy on t6e histofu and patronage ofthe gagøku and shõmyõ (chapter 1 l)

traces an extended timáine. Listeners today have at least a passing familiarity wilh gagaku'

and may even have considered the efforts to preserve this traditional music' For example' the

p.rror-.rr, positions i' tt 
" 

i*p"rial ensemÙle are hereditary, an anangement that appears

to suit both the patron 1ttt" en.Ip"ror; and the musician-clients' Nelson's account highlights

the alternation betweei isolatùn and Chinese influence in the history of the genre' and

demonstrates the changes that occurred during the different periods ofpatronage'

David Hennebelle's book on the patronage of music and musicians in Paris from Lully to

Mozart -a section of which is included here as Chapter 12 - is richly-informative and draws

uponarchivalresearch.Hennebellesetsouthisargumentsystematicalþ,an{besin¡liTig
with an examination of the dedicatory letter, which is a subject often glossed over as a musrc-

literary genre, the case in point here úeing that which Baron Grimm wrote and revised for the

two keyboard sonatas thai Mozart dedicãted to the Countess de Tessé in l'764 (2009, p' 24)'

The royal patronage and concession (near monopoly) given to Lully are widely known' but

the patronage of the aristocracy outside the royai courtless so' Even during the years of the

rebellious 'fronde', nobles maintained their own musical ensembles' with particular emphasis

on stringed instruments. The musician-clients of Marie de Lorraine in the 1670s included the

composer CharPentier.

The king visited the houses of nobility in Paris and near Versailles' where he heard and

danced to their musical ensembles. The genres and style of this music were somewhat in

contrast to the music of the court, in that it was more suitàd to a chamber setting and composed

for fewer instruments. The detailed account of the king's visit to his brother in Saint-Cloud is

revealing both of the instrumental forces at hand, andìf the kinds of performances mounted

in an important noble residence. Violins and oboes were placed at the head of the stairs to play

for the king's affival, then the party passed into the 'Auãience Room' and the king's organist

played an invention. Next the company passed into a gallery, and the regular orchestra of the

king,s brother (a harpsichord, a viol anà a lute) performed. After this the violins and oboes

5 Magro et at. (1999) gives details of the vast income' in money and in kind, that

obtained from this office, and of his quarrels with the chapter'

the comPoser
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printers. Most of the sacred music offerings were motets. Carter infers that most of Morosi's
sales of music books were to private individuals, and the inventory is a good indication of
music that appealed to the market of Florentine citizens.

Just as madrigal verse form was employed in opera, madrigal plays were an important
antecedent to opera. In Kelley Harness's study of the patronage of Archduchess Maria
Magdalena of Austria, widow of Cosimo de' Medici and regent of Florence, the author
explains the regent's promulgation of music-drama with strong heroines, and in the section
on the Saint Ursula spectacle of ß2425 demonstrates that the ruler designed the subjects of
Florentine operas and spectacles, monitored production preparations and auditioned singers
(2006, p. 178). Studying the theatre seating from the standpoint of a seventeenth-century
treatise on scenography, Harness sees þarallels behveen the absolute sovereignty ofthe ruler
and the design of theatre seating as the Archduchess was the only person seated in the conect
position to hear all of the music from the right directions and in the right balance.

One would expect to see great changes in patronage as the opera moved out ofthe court
environment into public theatres, and indeed this is the case. Beth Glixon and Jonathan
Glixon's book on the business of opera in seventeenth-century Venice (a section of which is
included here as Chapter l7) presents the rich results ofseveral years ofarchival research,
much of the time spent searching notarial sources. The documentation speaks to numerous
questions: how the composers, singers and librettists were paid, the finances of production
companies and theatres, royalties and the central figure of the impresario. The importance
of the sale of boxes is made clear, along with names of some of the owners, schedules for
collection of fees and details of the positions of the different orders of seating. Documentary
evidence is ample for Francesco Cavalli, and the authors present details of the contracts
between that composer and impresarios.

Charles Burney is well known for the accounts he wrote of music (for example his
description of a private performance by C.P.E. Bach) and for the role he played in concert
life in London. Ian Woodfield's study (Chapter 18) is based on letters of Burney's daughter
Susan, correspondence valuable not only for its detailed, insightful observations of musicians
she encountered in England in the late eighteenth century, but also because her point of view
illuminates the interrelation between performances in private residences and concerts in
public halls at this time. In this period of the rise of the public concert in Britain, most of the
musicians aspiring to dominate the concert arena came to England as virtuoso violinists with
the ambition to be the 'leader' of an orchestra, acombination of conductor and concert master.
In order to gain entry into the circles of influence that might afford them this opportunþ they
cultivated prominent connoisseurs of music, exhibiting their talents in private performances
in their homes.

It was in this way that Johann Peter Salomon grew to prominence on the London concert
stage, and in this context that he became an impresario, eventually bringing Haydn to that
city. Susan Burney's letters record private performances by Salomon. Her observations on
the playing of the Swiss violinist Scheener (a'salomon manqué') are even more intriguing.
On hearing the violinist at the home of her sister Esther in the summer of 1787 she wrote, 'in
a room it is impossible to be more sweet, more delicate, more perfect - the nearer you are to
him indeed the better - for there is never a rough tone, or a note out oftune, or any defect - in
a Theatre perhaps his tone would not be sufficiently powerful, but were I a gentleman I had
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Merkley (2008) records varied commercial activities on the part of Milanese musicians near the

end of the century, the patronage of music by individuals outside the central court, the teaching ofmusic

to the children of wealthy Milanese and the payment

the court. Comparisons with the visual arts are made'

for copying of music for individual use outside of

Economic Forces

In the late fifteenth century barter and payment in kind were passé; musicians eamed their

income in coin, and when they were sent to recruit new singers, they were given letters of

credit to cash in a bank or with a merchant. It was also at this time that the European economy

changed to a so-called 'demand economy' predicated on the conspicuous and speciflc

consumption of the growing merchant class, and the shift from the medieval itinerant trade

fairs to permanent, year-round markets'7

of course music was patronized by private individuals in Europe before the end of the

fifteenth century (see Stråhm, 1993), ánã the composition of music^ for coutts persists to this

ã"V, ¡", the impaàt of these economic changes on the patronage of music was very great' In

Chapter 16, 'Blowing Your Horn in the New Economy" John Kmetz likens the economic

considerations of manufacturing and selling musical instruments in the sixteenth century to

those of our cufrent 'n"* ."onoity' . The chãllenge to distribute a specialized product through

intermediaries so that it could reäch the individuals desirous of purchasing it' often across

great distances, in a manner that did not overburden the seller with accumulating inventory is

ãne that we have in common with the late Renaissance period.

Then, as today, if families of means wanted musical insttuments, 'we may imagine that

they also owned manuscripts and prints of music' and indeed this was the case' In his study

of the Amerbachs, feature d in Tie Sixteenth-Century Basel Songbooks: origins, Contents

and contexts(l995), Kemtz discusses the musical collection of the wealthy family in Basel'

their connections to 
"o-po*".*, 

their musical education and tastes, and the performance of

this music. Kmetz nas råmarkéd further on the implications for instrumental perfotmance

of chansons by these families, and how this plays out in the reception of musical reperloire

across Europ". In u¿¿ition , ií muy be noted in passing that the sudden market for printed

music met a domestic n."i - thatis to say, these prints of secular music were purchased for

performance in a household setting'

Another avenue fo. 
"xptoring 

tñe consumption of music in the sixteenth century is through

the sale of music. tim Cärter's study of book sellers in Florence in the late sixteenth century

(1989) shows that -nrJ-u¿" up a substantial portion of the inventory of the store of Piero

Giuliano Morosi, who also sold music paper and had part books and other music bound for his

customers. Liturgical books comprised about one-third of his stock, prints of music about one-

fifth. Of the latter, four-flfths werl secular music, mainly madrigals, and mainly from Venetian

impresario, (p. 369). ln this way the salon and women's patronage functioned in America just

as they did in EuroPe.

The above cases of patronage of courts and the aristocracy, varied though they are in time'

place and a|].angements ãf puironug", exhibit-a remarkable consistency in the patterns and

principles of patronage. Do'these pãtt.*, apply to the patronage of music when the latter is

driven by market forces?
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composer such as Howard Shore a means to allract a larger audience to the film or a way of
giving it greater narrative unity?

If as suggested above, there are parallels in the economy of music between the present day

andthe effects of the demand economy in the Renaissance, what are they and what does this
mean for the patronage of music? If the printing of music in the sixteenth century augmented

the distribution of music - that is, made it possible to transmit music quickly across great

distances and to larger numbers of listeners - and the new patrons of music drove the market
by their preferences (for thefrottolø or madrigal, for example) then one may ask whether the
intemet serves a similar function today. If we believe that the printing of music began when
Petrucci judged that the demand for his books was sufficient, then one may wonder about the
nature of the demand that is driving the internet.

To date, most of the press and scholarship concerning music and the internet has emphasized
the significant legal conhoversies concerning copyright, the economic dilemma faced by
recording companies and the musicians' loss of revenue. The listeners who patronized music
by buying records or CDs in the past now have the possibility of downloading popular songs

in great numbers. How much (if anything) are they prepared to pay for the songs? The sale
of individual music tracks has not done well; subscriptions may be more successful. The
viability of different business models is discussed by Andrew Leyshon et ql. in Chapter 22. lf
the internet was developed to democratize our access to information, why ought a band rely
on a large recording company to distribute their music? Robeft Strachan's study (Chapter 23)
considers cases of small British bands who release their own recordings, and the ethos of this
process.

But these considerations, as relevant as they are, speak mainly to the negative consequences
of online music. If patronage is a music-historical force, what is the nature of it in the present
day and what are the effects? Two diverging tendencies can be observed, both driven by
consumer demand. First, the demand for portability, convenience and accessibility fuels the
expansion of music online and portable devices. On the other hand, the desire for authenticity
has fuelled audio formats that accompany high-definition video and systems with greater
sound separation in the speakers. It could be argued that the leading edge of the trend to
authenticity is driven not only by audiophiles, but also, and especially, by gamers. In a few
shoft years we have gone from 5.1 surround sound to 9.2 speaker systems. Gamers wax
eloquent at the sounds ofmissiles exploding all around them as aircraft cross overhead and
behind them, and our music-listening experience is not far behind theirs.

If the essence of expanded speaker systems is the experience of a more immersive art,
perhaps new genres will emerge from some of the new audio formats. Will this possibility be
exploited by musicians in other ways? In the 1970s there were compositions for quadraphonic
speakers; when I tried my hand at this, I listened to my composition in the centre of an
electronic music lab and was pleased with the sound. The piece did not, however, co'me
off well in the concert hall, probably for reasons of listening perspective. Already there are
audio-DVD formats and recordings that allow a listener to hear music as if they were on the
stage with the performers. Perhaps new formats will be designed for a single listener in a
specifically arranged home-theatre setting, in effect with a single-point perspective. We would
then be like the seventeenth-century ruler Archduchess Maria Magdalena, as described by
Harness. If legal interpretations of the Magna Carta tell us that 'every man's house is to him
as his castle', the listener to a well-designed single-point perspective music in his or her own
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rather play like Schinar [sic] than any other of the many gteat & admirable players I have

heard'(p. 437).

IfSusanBurneyhadbeenagentleman,shecouldhavebecomeaprofessionalmusician.
In that case, her preference wóuld have been to play in a manner.suited to an intimate

environment, with subtlety and delicacy rather than bombast and exhibition; in other words'

in a manner more charactåristic of chamber music. Would we be correct in infening that this

stylistic preference was in effect the 'feminine way'of her time, at least according to her own

taste? certainly her remarks distinguish between chamber music and music of the concert

nutt. e.*rup, tiris will be the subject of fufiher analysis as the susan Burney Letters project

unfolds, plànning to make 330 of her letters available'8

Music publishing grew in volume in Europe in the nineteenth century, but it would be

difûcult to say that music was 'marketed' in that period. It would be more accurate to say that

there was a market, and music publishing adapted itself to its customers' Daniel Goldmark's

essay ,Creating Desire on Tin Þan Alley-' (Chapter 19) sheds liglt upon the proliferation of

sheet music and the heated competition betweàn publishers to increase their sales volume'

The study explores not only the music, but also the cover art, a means of marketing and, in

some cases, visual evidencä of producíion and distribution' Goldmark examines the linkage

betweenliveperformanceandpublication,insales,creationandproduction,
Historically, the engagem"ri of u composer by a film production to provide an underscore

is a practice that has bãen conventional for some time, but the marketing of film music

apart from the film, and the use of the music to boost the box offrce, has not always been

as straightforward as it is today. In Chapter 20 Kyle Barnett discusses the famous producer

Selznick's foray into the musicïusiness with the sóore of Spellbound' He describes a network

of movie and music executives who offered opinions and entered into transactions to try to

haveRósza,sScorerecordedandreleasedbeforeselznick'spictureopened'
Although at the time their efforts had limited success' music has now become an important

selling polnt for the film industry, and in turn the movies are an important venue to attract

business to the music in¿ustry. fáitrerine Spring (2003) has undertaken a similar study for the

marketing of songs in films. tndeed the compilation film score, in which the director makes up

the film score from songs or pieces that have already been recorded, has found a larger place

in film in recent yearr. i¡f,"nìft" music included is from a catalogue owned by the studio that

releases the picture, the question has often been asked which art is boosting the sales of which'

or whether both are helping each other's sales'

Much modern music has reached alarger and broader audience through film than it would

have otherwise. The challenging and beautiful compositions of György Ligeti were k*.Yl

to few listeners until tfr"y *."r. ãrutor"d in the film iOOt, ¿ Spøce Odyssey (Merkley, 2007)'

More recently, the popuiar Twilight series contains compilation scores made up of songs by

,indie'bands that werl first invited to submit songs for possible inclusion' Those bands then

competed fiercely for placement in the sequels, earning for themselves far greater exposure

(Eells, 2009). Film as à collaborative and mediated art' in using scoring as a marketing tool'

creates a symbiotic relationship between the production and-musicians' However' if we turn

our attention to classical movie scoring, is the decision to feature a mainstream underscore

8 ,The Susan tsurney Letters project', university of Nottingham, online database, available at

http://www.nottingham.ac'uk{hrclprojects/bumey/ (accessed 201 1)'
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home theatre would become a kind of modem absolute sovereign' but notably in the chamber

ofthat castle rather than the hall.

what of the perfoflnance of music outside the home - will there be less music 'in the hall'?

Fabian Holt (2010) argues that not only does live music have a place in this new musical

.rono-y, Uui it utso will be the main s;lling point. If recordings are commodified, then, he

argues, ihe authentic live performance will retain its value'

Change does not come immediately or even quickly. Patrons wanted music manuscripts

for -an! years following Petrucci's first publications; in fact those who could afford them

evidentþ prefened manriscripts to prints. As historians we are also mindful that new genres

do not necessarily displace the old.

In contrast to mass-marketed popular music and to the technical advancement that

characterizes the foregoing pieces ìn this section are the perforlnances of the geisha' Kelly

Foreman's study of theseäisicians (Chapter 21) takes the reader through the complicated

aruangements oipatronage that attend these traditional, usually private events' The expenses

urra"rlon" by the geisha for instruments, lessons and costumes, the association with a house

and the contributions of private patrons are detailed from interviews with these musicians'

Foreman concludes that the artistic goals and identities of the geisha are nevertheless tied less

to the remunerated activity of priv;e entertainment than they are to the artistic culmination

of public performance *ih tt 
"ut 

i"al roles. Here, too, a network of clients is revealed in

the bringing about of this traditional music. Foreman describes the communþ of these

p"rfo.rärJxplaining how their feelings and loyalty for family are sublimated to the art'
' 

Networks, clients, the influence of women patrons' feminine voice and way, intimate and

public performance venues, all of these themes rise to the surface of the argument in this book'

it is toïe expected that studies of the patronage of music, now in full flower, will continue to

expand, and will grow further, as mu;icologists come to appreciate its significance' We can

loåk forward to much scholarship of high quality in these areas.
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tlsl
Women Patrons and Activists For
Modernist Music: NewYork in the 1920s

Carol J. Oja

Historians of Arnerican music have vigorously acclaimed the
rising young composers of the 1920s. As the legend goes, that
decade saw sornething special happen, and New York City was

the central place where it occurred. Challenging a conservative

and inhospitable music establishment, figures such as Aaron

Copland, Henry Cowell, and Edgard Varèse struck out on their
own to form performance societies and publishing ente¡prises

that would promote the newest compositions. In a few short
years New York was transformed from a remote ouþost of
modernism, a city whose conceft life had been suffocated by
"the grey musty presence" of the traditional European reper-
tory (as the critic Paul Rosenfeld rued in 1920), into "the capi-

tal of the musical world," as contemporary commentâtors

repeatedÌy bo¿sted.' The composers at the center of these

changes deliberately cultivated an image of autonomy and

iconoclasm. While such a stance was basic to modernists

throughout the Western rvorld, it assumed particular contours

in the Unitecl States, where the battle for recognition and

respect was especially intense. l,eaders among America's young

composers, perhaps by necessity, became deft spin artists who

shaped grit$ images of self-sufÍìciency, often tapping into
cherished American ni¡,'ths of the pioneer and the inventor.

Henry Cowelì, for example, described his colleagues from this

period as "experimental," "uninhibited," and "untamed," char-

acterizations that have been repeated over the years by subse-

quent historians. The British critic Wilfrid Mellers, in a survey

of American music history titles his chapter on composers

since World War I, "TIie Pioneer and the Wilderness."z
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